Stimulating dissecting instruments during neuromonitoring of RLN in thyroid surgery.
During intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM) of recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) in thyroid surgery, the need for frequent shifting between the dissecting instruments and stimulating probe is troublesome and time-consuming. Therefore, use of these two instruments in combination would be a noticeable future direction. This study aimed to investigate the feasibility and safety of using stimulating dissecting instruments (SDIs) that combine the function of surgical dissection and nerve stimulation during IONM. Prospective outcomes research. One hundred consecutive patients with 168 RLNs at risk were enrolled. We developed prototypes of SDIs and applied them to early detect adverse EMG changes during the risky phase of RLN dissection. In the case of substantial EMG change (amplitude decrease > 50%) during dissection, the surgical maneuver was paused and thyroid traction was released immediately. The application of SDIs was feasible in all cases and did not result in any morbidity. Nineteen RLNs were detected with substantial EMG change that was caused by traction stress during dissection with SDIs and that featured progressive gradual EMG recovery after releasing thyroid traction. After thyroid resection, 10 RLNs had a weak point of nerve conduction detected at region of Berry's ligament, but only one nerve with 79% amplitude reduction developed postoperative temporary vocal palsy. The application of SDIs is a simple and effective way to monitor the nerve's function instantly during the risky phase of RLN injury in thyroid surgery. It provides surgeons with real-time feedback of EMG response and can be applied as a tool for the early detection of adverse EMG change caused by traction distress. 4.